Client Testimonials
"Russell takes great pride in his work. Our administration had
him recondition a YAG laser at one of our satellite locations.
Russell not only restored the laser head to new condition, but
personally made sure that I was happy with its performance."
"Russell has tremendous energy. His interests go beyond the
machine. He attends conferences, studies the literature, and
participates in research projects."
Neil B. Griffin, M.D.
Carolina Eye Associates, P.A., Southern Pines, NC
"Russell Miller is an outstanding, meticulous engineer that
knows his business and does a great job."
Bobby Maddox, M.D.
Maddox Laser Vision Center, El Paso, TX
""For over a year MobilEyes has been servicing our VISX and
other office lasers. Russell has reduced the overall cost of
maintaining our lasers while improving the equipment's
performance for our Doctors. His dedication to the task and
loyalty to our staff is priceless."
Harvey Hoopes, Controller, Eye America, Wilmington, NC

www.mobil-eyes.com

"Russell's primary concern is that the laser is in perfect
working condition. Russell is truly concerned with the
procedure and that patients get the best vision possible.
Russell is very meticulous and demanding when it comes
to the technical parameters of the lasers he services as
well as rents."
Michael G. Woodcock, M.D.
Cape Fear Eye Associates, Fayetteville, NC
"Since MobilEyes began working with our group over 3
years ago, we have realized improved patient
outcomes. It's clear that Russell cares about our patients
and our business, we consider him an extension of our
staff. And our patients take great comfort with the
assurance of a skilled laser engineer present on surgery
days to keep the system running at peak performance."
Robert Gale Martin, M.D.
Carolina Eye Associates, P.A., Southern Pines, NC

About MobilEyes
Through years of dedication to the
medical profession, MobilEyes has
grown to become one of the leading
independent providers of laser
services in the United States.
Russell Miller, owner and founder of
MobilEyes, Inc., graduated with a
bachelor's degree in Electrical
Engineering from the Rochester
Institute of Technology in 1988.
Miller's career spans 20 years of
design, development and
management in industries from
Defense to Environmental to Medical.
From a special assignment on the B-1
Bomber to developing cutting edge
equipment such as the MDA
Scientific INFRASAFE optical gas
monitor, Russell's passion for problem
solving and his ability to persevere
through technical analysis and
troubleshooting has served him and
his clients well.

Laser Repair
MobilEyes provides onsite laser repair and maintenance to hospitals, clinics and physician offices
across the United States, Canada and Mexico. MobilEyes is a trusted alternative to the costly
service contracts and post-warranty repairs offered by laser manufacturers. If you have a laser,
chances are MobilEyes can repair or maintain it for less than you are currently spending.
Contact us today and you'll agree, the MobilEyes advantage is plain to S-E-E

Safety:

Nothing is more important than safety. A good safety record doesn't just happen. At
MobilEyes, we are committed to continuous safety training, maintaining a keen focus on safety
practices and of course demonstrating a strong service competency in supporting a wide range of
laser systems. Whether it's preventative maintenance or repairs, you can be confident that
MobilEyes provides the highest level of skill in caring for your medical equipment and protecting the
well-being of your patients and staff.

Expertise:

Skill and knowledge on how to properly service a laser system is vital. An improperly
serviced laser can significantly affect the outcome of medical procedures. At MobilEyes, we are
uniquely experienced in working on all the leading laser manufacturers including Coherent,
Lasersight, Nidek, Summit, Sunrise and VISX. We have serviced lasers for over 12 years, and are one
of few both trained and certified by the major laser manufactures. Our service work meets and
exceeds their strict standards.

Economy: The medical industry is facing increased financial pressures. So we've designed our
repair and maintenance services with this in mind. Instead of a one-size-fits-all contract, we start
out by learning about your practice and designing an agreement that works for your unique
business model. Our overhead is low which translates into savings and flexibility for you and your
customers.

laser repair | laser rental | equipment evaluations | technical support | consulting | sales

TLeacshenr i cRael nSt aulp p o r t & C o n s u l t i n g
Purchasing or leasing a laser system is no simple task. The complexity of medical laser technology
introduces significant challenges for doctors and managers making decisions on the appropriate
solution for their clinic or hospital. The situation is compounded by continuously evolving laser
technology and the varying messages delivered from the large number of medical equipment
vendors.
MobilEyes has literally worked on hundred of laser systems by all the major manufacturers. We
understand the subtle differences between these systems. We know what has worked and what
hasn't worked for different applications. From older systems to the latest laser technologies,
MobilEyes can help simplify the technology tangle so you can determine the best laser system for
your practice.

Contact Us

MobilEyes, Inc.
Russell Miller, Owner
919.387.6314 phone
919.387.1839 fax
www.mobil-eyes.com
info@mobil-eyes.com

So before you commit to making one of your largest purchases, contact MobilEyes to discuss how
we can help guide you through the process from needs analysis, purchasing and installation to
training, maintenance and marketing.
MobilEyes technical support and consulting services include:
v
v
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Mobilization and rental of laser systems
Laser system performance evaluations
Equipment purchasing assistance

v
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OEM and after-market parts replacement
System installation and setup

v

Practice management assistance

Independent Laser Repair,
Maintenance & Mobilization

Turn over to see what some of our clients are saying about MobilEyes…

